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The Womanist Approach to Religion and Society Group at the
AAR Annual Meeting is a good example of a network. African
American women share their work, share the word on the street,
and share their wisdom. They meet the day before the AAR
Annual Meeting, and even include a community outreach com-
ponent in their gathering. The Women’s Caucus in Religious
Studies is another good place to go. Its seminar connected with
the Annual Meeting is a rich opportunity to meet other women,
hear from some of the seasoned members, and profit from their
experiences. The Committee on the Status of Women of the AAR
(see SWP) organizes a lunchtime session for networking. Both
AAR and SBL have various receptions, breakfasts, and other
meetings to encourage networking, for example, for independent
scholars.

Graduate students, gay/lesbian/bisexual and transgender peo-
ple, and international colleagues all need and have created their
own networks. Ask around and find yours. If it is not readily
apparent, gather two or three colleagues and start one.

On-line courses (see also Computers)

Many institutions are offering on-line classes, a natural out-
growth of increased availability of technology. Such classes vary
in format and may include on-line video and/or audio lectures,
on-line discussion sessions, and the like. They require the same if
not more preparation than an off-line course. In order to make
them memorable pedagogical experiences, they require a certain
flair for writing and communicating that will hold the students’
interest and encourage them to delve more deeply into the
material even without the face-to-face encounter of the class-
room. Since electronic learning is on the upswing in many
institutions, one is well advised to learn the mechanics and
practice by including on-line dimensions in off-line classes. Many
institutions use Blackboard or comparable software to incorpo-
rate on-line dimensions into their course offerings.
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